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Executive Summary

Approximately 42 percent of workers in America now 
earn under $15 per hour.1  They are nursing assistants, 
home care workers, janitors, waiters and waitresses, 
cashiers, truck drivers, and many others who keep our 
families and businesses going.2  They are also dispropor-
tionately women, people of color, and immigrants.3  As 
the real value of wages generally continues to decline4 
and income inequality worsens, raising the minimum 
wage must be a priority.  However, the success of any 
local minimum wage law in delivering higher wages for 
workers will depend on effective enforcement of that 

law.  Wage theft is widespread across the country, costing 
workers and local economies billions of dollars each 
year.5   
 An effective enforcement scheme must protect work-
ers who come forward to raise complaints; include strong 
public and private enforcement tools to better guarantee 
compliance; and help ensure collection of owed wages.  
To achieve these goals, NELP recommends, at a mini-
mum, including the following “Top 5” enforcement 
tools in any local minimum wage law: 

#1: Anti- 
Retaliation  
Protection

#2: Dedicated 
Resources for 

Investigation & 
Enforcement

#5: Private 
Right of
Action

#4: Strong 
Remedies & 

Penalties
#3: Community 

Partnerships
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#1: Anti-Retaliation Protection

• Workers need strong protection so they will not be vul-
nerable to employer harassment and retaliation when 
they report a violation.  This is especially important 
because enforcement relies heavily on workers coming 
forward and filing complaints. 

• Retaliation is common.  A national survey found 
that 43 percent of workers who complained to their 
employer about their wages or working conditions 
experienced retaliation.6

• Undocumented immigrant workers are particularly 
vulnerable to retaliation.  By calling or threatening 
to report undocumented workers to Immigration and 

Customs Enforcement, employers can coerce workers 
into silence.7  

• Retaliation can severely undermine the goals of a 
minimum wage law.  A national survey found that 20 
percent of workers never made a complaint because 
they feared retaliation or thought it would not make a 
difference.8

• Retaliation can take many forms (i.e. harassment, 
being fired, threats to call immigration authorities). 

• Employers should be subject to strong penalties when 
they retaliate. 

#2: Dedicated Resources for Investigation and Enforcement

• To ensure that a city has the capacity to implement 
the local minimum wage law and workers can actu-
ally enforce their wage rights, a city that adopts a local 
minimum wage law must dedicate sufficient resources 
and staff to enforce the law. 

• Because many cities may not have sustainable ways to 
fund enforcement operations, a local minimum wage 
law should include ways to generate dedicated revenue.  
A city could require businesses to pay an annual licens-
ing fee to fund enforcement, for example.  Another 
option could require employers to deposit one penny 
per hour of work performed by each hourly employee 
into a city enforcement fund. 

• An enforcement team must, at a minimum, be able 
to issue rules and regulations; conduct thorough 

investigations; perform outreach and education geared 
to both workers and employers; resolve complaints in 
a timely manner from start to finish; and recover the 
wages owed to workers.

• A well-resourced investigation and enforcement 
team should develop programs seeking to ensure that 
employers comply with the law; it should also collect 
and analyze data to identify gaps and strategically 
target enforcement.

While not every city may have the capacity to fund an 
enforcement team right away, advocates and lawmakers 
should incorporate the goal of strong city-level enforce-
ment into any local minimum wage law. 

#3: Community Partnerships

• Workers’ fear of retaliation, as well as their limited 
knowledge about workplace rights and how to report 
violations, contribute to the high rates of wage theft.

• Community-based organizations are crucial partners 
for enforcement agencies.  Their ties to workers in 
specific industries and sectors, as well as their roots 

in certain racial or ethnic communities, can assist 
enforcement through outreach and education; detec-
tion and reporting of violations; filing complaints; and 
identifying high-violation industries and employers for 
proactive investigations.9 
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• When workers report violations, they should recover all 
the wages they are owed in addition to damages that 
compensate the worker for the time, effort, risk, and 
costs associated with reporting unpaid wages as well 
as costs resulting from not receiving those wages in the 
first place (i.e. late fees on monthly bills).

• Most local and state laws, as well as the federal Fair 
Labor Standards Act, allow workers to recover double 
the amount of wages owed (and some allow for triple 
the amount of wages owed or a fixed amount for each 

day a violation took place). 10  Without such compensa-
tion, there would be little to deter an employer from 
violating the law—violating employers would only have 
to pay the wages they were required to pay in the first 
place.

• Strong non-discretionary penalties for violating a local 
minimum wage law are also key in deterring violations.   

• Thus, strong damages provisions, in addition to strong 
penalties, are crucial to adequately compensating 
workers and deterring future violations. 

#4: Strong Remedies and Penalties

#5: Private Right of Action

• A private right of action gives workers the right to bring 
a lawsuit in court to address violations and recover 
their unpaid wages. 

• A private right of action is important because wage 
theft is rampant and government agencies with limited 
public resources simply cannot tackle enforcement 
alone. Additionally, public agencies’ funding and 
priorities for enforcement can change over time and 
giving workers access to courts ensures they always 
have a way to protect their rights.

• A private right of action must also allow workers to 
recover attorneys’ fees and costs.  The prohibitive 

cost of legal representation is a significant barrier to 
low-wage workers who want to protect their rights.11  
This is why nearly all states allow workers to automati-
cally recover attorneys’ fees under state wage and hour 
laws.12 

The five enforcement tools described above are essential 
pillars of an effective enforcement structure for local 
minimum wage laws.13  NELP is available to work with 
advocates in developing specific language for their local 
bill or ballot initiative.    
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